42. Further Description of Important Features (Continue on reverse if necessary)
Symmetrical and simple 3-bay vernacular house. Stone lintels and sills with 6/1 double hung sash. Small end wall chimney. Single story frame wing at rear with new exterior fireplace and chimney. New metal awnings on 2nd floor windows and new metal porch roof do not reduce integrity since these are easily removed.

43. History and Significance
Significant under Criterion A as a part of the industrial entrepreneurship of the Augspurger family. Part of a mid-19th century mill town complex of workers rowhouses for the Augspurger Paper Company. The 1868 date is currently the earliest known "mill-town" development in the state. One of only three rowhouses remaining, two of which remain on their original sites.

44. Description of Environment and Outbuildings
Located close to busy commercial road. Adjacent to identical rowhouse. Much altered environment from historic lithograph.

45. Sources of Information
1875 Atlas